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Message from the President

s you may have
noticed from our
recent handbook,
our more recent postcard
mailer, and our calendar
of events, this is a year
of significant change for
ASTA MD/DC Chapter.
One of the most significant
is the way that we publish
and distribute our awardwinning Stringendo
Newsletter. Beginning
with this issue, Stringendo
officially makes the leap to
digital media. Stringendo
now joins our other digital
media offerings including
our weekly e-newsletter,
our chapter’s Facebook
Page and Facebook Group,
and of course www.asta.
net, our (also award-winning) chapter website. While
the Autumn 2014 handbook edition will continue as
a paper publication, we will no longer be printing
and mailing the Winter and Spring editions. It is to be
expected that some will miss the paper editions, but we
hope our members will take the time to discover the
advantages of the digital format.
Benefits of digital publication:
• Greatly reduces our publication and delivery costs,
freeing chapter resources for more and better
events for members
• Environmentally friendly
• Easily accessible via computer or internet
connected devices
• Interactive with searchability, multimedia, and
embedded links adding function impossible in a
paper publication
Our other most significant change is an increased focus
on member events. This is where organizations like
ASTA can truly be an essential part of the teaching
profession. Our events can enhance the studio or
classroom experience, provide opportunities to learn
from great teachers and performers, or even just create
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opportunities for social
time with other teachers.
So far this school
year, ASTA MD/DC
Chapter has already
brought you social and
educational Teacher
Meetings on the topics
of studio organization
and motivating students,
and workshops with
Brynn Albanese and
Chris Howes. While
autumn was heavy with
violin-related events,
we’ll be kicking off
2015 with Zuill Bailey
in an engaging lecture
on life as a performing
cellist. This first run of
this new annual “Winter
Cellobration” event will
also feature a presentation on home cello repairs with
Dalton Potter.
In the spring, ASTA MD/DC Chapter proudly presents
our marquee event, the Annual Membership Meeting,
Dinner, and Mini-Conference. This year we will
feature a special workshop with Dr. Noa Kageyama.
If you haven’t heard of him yet, Dr. Kageyama is
a Performance Psychologist at Juilliard. Through
his acclaimed Bulletproof Musician blog, online
course, and workshops around the country, Dr.
Kageyama specializes in helping performers overcome
performance anxiety.
Elsewhere in this issue you will find application
forms and descriptions of our other exciting offerings,
including Nominations for Chapter Awards, Winter and
Spring ASTACAP exams, the Strings Plus Festival,
our next Studio Teachers Meeting, a Master Class with
Rachel Barton Pine, and the Solo String Instruments
Festival.
We are very excited about our offerings, and we hope
you will be too. Together we can make 2015 a year of
musical inspiration for us all.
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Matthew Tifford

ASTA MD/DC Chapter
Upcoming Events
Levine Music and ASTA MD/DC Chapter
Present:

Winter Cellobration – Free Event!
Sunday, January 11, 2015
2 to 5 p.m.
Strathmore Hall, Education Center
5301 Tuckerman Lane
North Bethesda, MD 20852

ASTA and non-ASTA members welcome!
Program:
“Forging a Career and Life in Music Through the Cello,” with cellist Zuill Bailey.
Join cellist Zuill Bailey in an engaging talk on his life and career as a performing cellist.
“Home Cello Repairs for String Players and Teachers,” with Dalton Potter.
Basic maintenance and minor repair techniques,
with an emphasis on accessible materials and simple procedures.
RSVP recommended. Call: 240-389-2782 or Email: astahotline@gmail.com
Coffee and light refreshments served.
Free parking is available in the Grosvenor-Strathmore Metro garage off Tuckerman Lane.
To access the Music Center from the Grosvenor-Strathmore Metro garage,
walk across the glass-enclosed sky bridge located on the 4th level.

Dalton Potter

Zuill Bailey

Stringendo Winter 2014–2015
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From renting my first 1/4 size violin to purchasing my current violin
and viola, the Potter Violin Company has been an important
partner in my musical journey. I want to thank my teachers,
my parents and Potter’s for helping me achieve my dreams.

— Emily Mansfield

former student of the Peabody Preparatory
and current student at Indiana University,
Jacobs School of Music

The Potter Violin Company

Helping String Players Put Their Best Sound Forward

301.652.7070
800.317.9452
Also visit us at
store.pottersviolins.com
pottersviolins.com
onlyviolas.com
4706 Highland Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20814

SHOP
ONLINE
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ASTA MD/DC Chapter
Nomination for 2015 Annual Awards

A

t the Annual Meeting and Mini-Conference on April 26, 2015, MD/DC Chapter will
present two awards: Teacher of the Year and Outstanding Service to Strings. Do
you know a string teacher who deserves recognition? Nominate that person for the
Teacher of the Year Award! Do you know a person or business that has provided excellent
services or support to string teachers, to students, or to our chapter? Nominate this person or
business for the Outstanding Service to Strings Award!
The Teacher of the Year Award winner will receive free Early Bird Registration to the
ASTA Conference in Tampa, Florida, from March 3–6, 2016.
Nominees must be members of our chapter, or must be one of our advertisers.
The person sending in a nomination must also be a member of our chapter.
Send your nomination(s) to Daniel Levitov. Email: dan.levitov@gmail.com

Deadline for nominations is March 1, 2015
Teacher of the Year, ASTA MD/DC Chapter
Nominee _______________________________________
Phone _________________________________________
Email _________________________________________
Please submit a statement detailing why you think this person should receive this award.
Send your email to Dan at the address above.

Outstanding Service to Strings, ASTA MD/DC Chapter
Nominee _______________________________________
Phone _________________________________________
Email _________________________________________
Please submit a statement detailing why you think this person should receive this award.
Send your email to Dan at the address above.

Stringendo Winter 2014–2015
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ASTA MD/DC Chapter
Announces:

Two ASTACAP Exams in 2015
Winter Exams:

Sunday, February 22, 2015
2 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

Spring Exams:

Sunday, May 31, 2015
2 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
For details on all exams, and online application, please visit:
http://www.asta.net/certificateprogram.php
Location for all exams in 2015:
Temple Beth Ami
14330 Travilah Road
Rockville, MD 20850
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Gailes’ Violin Shop
Because the right instrument can take
you wherever your dreams may lead.
10013 Rhode Island Ave.
College Park, MD
301.474.4300
800.245.3167
www.GailesViolin.com

Now using 100% Wind Power
Stringendo Winter 2014–2015
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MSMTA and ASTA MD/DC Chapter

2015 Spring Festival: Strings Plus
Chamber Music Competition for Strings
And Any Other Instruments with Strings
KELLY S. HSU, Chair, 301-610-7530, kellyshoe@verizon.net
Date:

Sunday, March 1, 2015, 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

Deadline:

Thursday, January 15, 2015

Location:

The Landon School Mondzac Performing Arts Center
6101 Wilson Lane, Bethesda, MD 20871
$15 per person per ensemble entry, regardless of the number of performers

Fee:

Entering teacher should send one check for all entries.
Make payable to MSMTA, and send to:
KELLY S. HSU, 532 West Montgomery Ave, Rockville, MD 20850
Eligibility:

Students through 12th grade, age 6 and above, as of March 1, 2015

Time Limits: Ages 6–9
Ages 10–12
Ages 13–15
Ages 16–18

4 minutes
6 minutes
8 minutes
10 minutes

Repertoire:

Two movements of a composition are acceptable but not required.
Please contact the chair if there are any questions.

Procedure:

The following rules apply to this festival:
1. The coach must have worked with the ensemble at least 75% of the time and be a
member of either MSMTA or ASTA.
2. The piano part must be performed by students. A professional pianist may perform
only in case of orchestral reductions for piano.
3. Ensembles may enter competitively or non-competitively for a rating.
4. Students must have an original part and teachers should make a good faith attempt
to provide an original score for the judge.
5. Ensembles will be grouped according to the average age of the participants.
6. In competitive events, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or Honorable Mention may be awarded.
7. If a student plays in more than one ensemble, coaches and pieces must be listed on
the back of the application form.
8. Judges’ comments of each ensemble’s performance will be sent to the coach.
9. Judges’ music should be measure numbered on each staff.
10. Teachers must be available to help on the day of the event.
The general rules governing MSMTA events also apply.
Please read them carefully: www.msmta.org under Student Activities
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Application Form

2015 Spring Festival: Strings Plus
Sunday, March 1, 2015

The Landon School, Mondzac Performing Arts Center
KELLY S. HSU, Chair, 301-610-7530, kellyshoe@verizon.net
Application forms should be filled out by the MSMTA or ASTA teacher only.
Please send one check for all entries, made payable to MSMTA, postmarked by Thursday, January 15,
2015, to KELLY HSU, 532 West Montgomery Ave., Rockville, MD 20850
Please Print or Type
Average Age of Group: _______ (For Office Use Only)
! Competitive
Is a piano needed?

! Non-competitive
! Yes

! No

Name of Coach: ________________________________________ Phone: ________________________
Coach’s Address: ______________________________________________________________________
Coach’s Email: ________________________________________________________________________
Name of Student: ______________________________________ Birthdate: __________ Age: ________
Instrument: ____________________ Is student in another event?

! Yes

! No

Name of Student: ______________________________________ Birthdate: __________ Age: ________
Instrument: ____________________ Is student in another event?

! Yes

! No

Name of Student: ______________________________________ Birthdate: __________ Age: ________
Instrument: ____________________ Is student in another event?

! Yes

! No

Name of Student: ______________________________________ Birthdate: __________ Age: ________
Instrument: ____________________ Is student in another event?

! Yes

! No

Composition(s):
Title: _________________________________________________________________________
Composer: _______________________________________ Performance time: ______________
Note: If any student is in more than one ensemble, list name, composition, and coach of each additional
group(s) on the back of this application.
I hereby acknowledge that I have read and understand the rules governing MSMTA events and this specific
event and agree to abide by them. My students and/or parents have also been apprised of the rules. I
understand that I must be available to assist with the event on competition day. If I fail to fulfill my work
obligation, I understand and agree that my students may be declared ineligible to participate in this event.
Please do not request exceptions to this requirement.

I am a member of:

! MSMTA

! ASTA

! Both

Coach’s signature: __________________________________________

Stringendo Winter 2014–2015
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Press Release: Coming to D.C. March 2015!
World Class Teenaged String Players to compete in the
2015 Johansen International Competition

I

Performances are FREE and OPEN to the public!

t is rare for $67,000 in prize money to be earmarked
for young string players 13–17 years of age. Yet
that is what happens every three years, when the
Johansen International Competition for Young String
Players takes place. Sponsored by the Friday Morning
Music Club (FMMC) Foundation, Inc., the 2015 JIC
will take place in Washington, D.C., March 19–21,
2015. Judges are violinist Glenn Dicterow, violist
Victoria Chiang, and cellist Marcy Rosen.
The Johansen International Competition (JIC) attracts
the highest level of string players worldwide ranging in
age from 13–17 years. All events are free and open to the
public, and will take place at the Calvary Baptist Church,
755 8th Street NW, Washington, D.C. (Near the Gallery
Place/Chinatown Metro.) The Semi-Finals will take
place Thursday and Friday, March 19–20, and the
Finals will take place Saturday, March 21, 2015.
Past winners have gone on to win the Naumberg
International Violin Competition, the Tchaikovsky
International Competition, the Joseph Joachim
International Violin Competition, the Lionel Tertis
International Viola Competition and more. Past JIC
winners have been selected by the Young Concert
Artists, have received the Avery Fischer Grant and have
been named Jack Kent Cooke scholars.
“I am impressed by the level of skill and conviction
at this age,” remarked Judge Michael Tree, founding
violist of the Guarneri String Quartet, after hearing
the semi-finals at the 2012 competition. “They can
convince us of almost everything they do. Did we play
that well at 15 or 16? I feel humbled.”
“I’m glad that I’m on the other end” of this competition,
said Judge Ronald Leonard, former principal cellist of
the Los Angeles Philharmonic and faculty member at the
Colburn Conservatory of Music. “These kids are much
more advanced than I was at that age.”
Prize money totals $67,000. There are separate
awards for violin, viola, and cello. First prize for each
instrument is $10,000; second prize is $7,000; and third
prize is $5,000. In addition, there is a $1,000 prize for
the best performance of the new work commissioned
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for the competition. The first round of the competition
takes place through a CD audition. Details, repertoire
requirements, and the application can be found on
the Johansen Competition web pages at www.fmmc.
org. For more information, contact: Alice Berman,
Executive Administrator, Johansen International
Competition. Email: JohansenComp@aol.com or call/
fax: 301-946-9531.
The Johansen International Competition was founded
in 1997 through the generosity of a trust fund
established by Anna Storch Johansen. Mrs. Johansen
wanted to encourage young musicians with significant
prize awards at a time when they need it most—when
they must make decisions about whether to continue
with their dedication to music.
e

The FMMC Foundation, Inc., presents the 2015

Johansen International Competition
For Young String Players
March 19-21, 2015 in Washington, DC
Violin, Viola and Cello — Ages 13-17
PANEL OF JUDGES
Glenn Dicterow, Victoria Chiang,
Marcy Rosen

All performances are FREE to the public.
Invite your STUDENTS to hear some of the
most gifted young string players in the world!
JIC winners have gone on to win Naumburg,
Tchaikovsky, Tertis, Cassado, Casals competitions.

PRIZES TOTAL $67,000
Semi-Finals: March 19-20, 9 am to 5 pm
Finals: Saturday, March 21, 9 am to 4 pm
Calvary Baptist Church, 755 8th St NW
www.fmmc.org: Johansen Int’l Competition
JohansenComp@aol.com; 301-946-9531
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A Master Class with

CC
S

Rachel Barton Pine
Friday, March 20, 2015
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

Candlelight Concert Society
2014-2015 SeaSon
OCT
18

MENAHEM PRESSLER,
piano

NOV
15

DAVID FINCKEL, cello
& WU HAN, piano

DEC
7

QUARTETTO
GELATO

JAN
11

MOMENTA
QUARTET

JAN
24

AIZURI QUARTET w/
PETER WILEY, cello

FEB
21

HERMÈS
QUARTET

St. John Baptist Church
9055 Tamar Dr.
Columbia, MD 21045
A unique opportunity to experience a master
performer and teacher working with advanced
students, inspiring the next generation of
violinists.
Followed by Q&A with the artist.
Students from local violin studios will perform
for, and be coached by Rachel Barton Pine.
Tickets are $5 for ASTA members.
Click here to buy tickets.
www.candlelightconcerts.org/shows/master-class

MAR
21

RACHEL
BARTON PINE

APR
11

DALI QUARTET w/
RICARDO MORALES,
clarinet

20% DISCOUNT ($26) for ASTA Members
for Dec, Jan, Feb and Apr only
Use code STRINGENDO at checkout

www.candlelightconcerts.org
Stringendo Winter 2014–2015
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Rachel Barton Pine Recital
Saturday, March 21, 2015
8:00 p.m.
Smith Theatre
Horowitz Performing Arts Center
10901 Little Patuxent Parkway
Columbia, MD 21044
Program:
Schubert: Duo in A Major for Violin and Piano
Prokofiev: Violin Sonata No. 1 in F Minor, Op. 80
Fairouz: Lullaby of the Ex Soldat
Still: Mother and Child, No. 2 from “Suite for Violin and Piano”
Brahms: Wiegenlied (“Cradle Song”) No. 4, from Fünf Lieder, Op. 49
Franck: Sonata in A Major for Violin and Piano
As much a scholar as virtuoso, violinist Rachel Barton Pine brings historical depth to her stunning
interpretations. The youngest Gold Medalist (at age 17) to win the J. S. Bach International Violin
Competition, Pine has 16 critically acclaimed recordings and is equally at home as a solo recitalist,
a chamber musician (on both modern and period instruments), orchestral soloist, pioneer of new
music, and member of her own rock band. Audiences are thrilled and uplifted by her dazzling
technique, lustrous tone, and infectious joy in music making.
Click here to buy tickets.
http://www.candlelightconcerts.org/tickets/rachel-barton-pine
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ASTA MD/DC Chapter
Studio Teachers Meeting
Thursday, March 26, 2015
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
“Highlights from the 2015 ASTA National Conference”
Presenter: Julianna Chitwood
Location: Julianna’s home in Rockville
To RSVP to the meeting, either call 240-389-ASTA
or send an email to: julianna.chitwood@gmail.com

MARYLAND CLASSIC
YOUTH ORCHESTRAS

at Strathmore

Hear the passion and exuberance of youth expressed through marvelous music by
the region’s foremost youth orchestras and top young instrumentalists!
SUNDAY, MARCH 8, 4 pm. The Music Center at Strathmore

“West Side Story + Romeo et Juliette,” a concert collaboration with Young Artists of America, featuring the
MCYO Symphony and Philharmonic. Presents the great musical by Leonard Bernstein, and the timeless opera
in French by Charles Gounod in a unique production. Tickets from $15 (group rates available). 301-581-5100

SUNDAY, MARCH 15, 4 pm. The Lutheran Church of St. Andrew, Silver Spring

“String Celebrations” featuring MCYO’s three string orchestras: Preparatory Strings, Chamber Strings,
and Chamber Ensemble, with the MCYO Flute Concerto competition winner. Tickets $15 at the door.

SUNDAY, MARCH 22, 7 pm. Arts Barn Theater, Gaithersburg
Chamber Music Concerts. Featuring MCYO/Levine Harp Ensemble, and
Clarinet and Flute choirs. Tickets $10 at the door.

MCYO

The Music Center at Strathmore

wwww.mcyo.org
301-581-5208

KELCI SCHULER
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Special
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The Music Center at Strathmore, 5301 Tuckerman Lane, N. Bethesda, MD
Parking is complimentary with event ticket • Metro Red Line to Grosvenor-Strathmore
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MSMTA and ASTA MD/DC Chapter

2015 Spring Festival: Solo String Instruments
SARAH COTTERILL, co-chair, 301-588-8983, pscotterill@verizon.net
MAY ING, co-chair, 301-277-8031, wuyeemei@gmail.com
JEAN PROVINE, co-chair, 301-927-5312, jean.provine@gmail.com
Date:

Sunday, April 12, 2015

Deadline:

Monday, March 2, 2015

Location:

Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center, University of Maryland
Rt. 193 and Stadium Drive, College Park, MD

Fee:

$25 per entry
Entering teachers should write one check for all entries.
Make the check payable to MSMTA, and send it to:
JEAN PROVINE, 4611 Beechwood Road, College Park MD 20740

Eligibility:

Students through 12th grade, age 6 and above, as of April 12, 2015.
First Place winners from last year may enter competitively.

Time Limits: Ages 6–8
Ages 9–10
Ages 11–12
Ages 13 and up
Rules:

4 minutes
6 minutes
7 minutes
10 minutes

The following rules apply to this festival. Failure to comply with any rule may result in
disqualification.

1. Teachers are not allowed to accompany their own students. (Parents may accompany).
2. Competitive students must perform from memory, including sonatas.
Non-competitors may play from music.
3. Students must bring an original copy of either the score (accompaniment) or solo part for the judge.
The measures must be numbered.
Non-competitors who play from music may, but are not required to, provide a copy for the judge.
No one should give the judge a photocopy.
4. 1st, 2nd, 3rd place, and possibly Honorable Mention will be awarded. Judge’s decisions are final.
5. Teachers must be members of either MSMTA or ASTA and be available to help on the day of the
event or with paperwork before or after.
Teachers will receive a comment sheet for each of their pupils.
The general rules governing MSMTA events also apply.
Please read them carefully: www.msmta.org under Student Activities

Stringendo Winter 2014–2015
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#
Application Form
MSMTA and ASTA MD/DC Solo String Instruments Spring Festival
Sunday, April 12, 2015
Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center
University of Maryland, College Park
This application should be filled out by an MSMTA or ASTA member teacher. Each teacher should send only one
check for all entries, made payable to MSMTA. Postmark deadline: Monday, March 2, 2015.
Send to: JEAN PROVINE, 4611 Beechwood Road, College Park MD 20740
Instrument:

! Violin

! Competitive

! Viola

! Cello

! Bass

! Guitar

! Harp

! Noncompetitive (Last year’s winner may enter competitively)

Name of student _____________________________________________________ Date of birth _______________
Phone __________________________ Email ________________________________________________________
Accompanist’s name ____________________________________________ Phone __________________________
Accompanist’s email ____________________________________________________________________________
For scheduling purposes: Please list any time restrictions affecting you or your accompanist. ___________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
If you need an accompanist, the Festival can recommend one available for hire. Contact the Chair for details.
Compositions (either 1 or 2) to be performed
Please list all information such as opus, key, movement, etc. If the piece is from a collection, please identify the
name of the collection. You may not change the program after the application deadline. Be sure to include all
teacher information.
Composer
Title
Movement
Performance Time
Please be accurate!
1. ___________________________________________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Teacher’s name ___________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________________________________
Phone _____________________________ Email _____________________________________________________
I hereby acknowledge that I have read and understand the rules governing this event and agree to abide by
them. My students and/or parents have also been apprised of the rules. I understand that I must be
available to assist with the event.* If I fail to fulfill my work obligation, I understand and agree that my
students may be declared ineligible to participate.
I am a member of

16

! MSMTA

! ASTA

Teacher’s signature ___________________________________

* If unable to attend on the day of the event, please email the chair with the name of a substitute who is competent in
tuning string instruments. While the most help is needed on the day, it may also be possible to fulfill your obligation
by helping on another day with organization.
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ASTA MD/DC Chapter

Annual Membership Meeting and Mini-Conference
with special guest Noa Kageyama, M.M., PhD

Sunday, April 26, 2015
5:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Strathmore Hall, Education Center*
5301 Tuckerman Lane
North Bethesda, MD 20852
Sponsored by Levine School of Music
* Free parking is available in the Grosvenor-Strathmore Metro garage off Tuckerman Lane. To access

the Music Center from the Grosvenor-Strathmore Metro garage, walk across the glass-enclosed sky
bridge located on the 4th level.

• 5:30 to 6:00: A very short business meeting for all ASTA MD/DC Chapter members,
including presentation of Annual Awards.
• 6:00 to 9:00: Mini-Conference Workshop with Dr. Kageyama
• Everything is free with RSVP! Call: 240-389-ASTA or email: astahotline@gmail.com
Spaces available are limited, so reserve your spot early!
• Dinner provided free for everyone.

Workshop Presentation by Dr. Noa Kageyama:
“How to Beat Performance Anxiety:
Mental skills for performing your best when it matters most”
It’s easy to sound good in the practice room. It’s a bit tougher on stage when the lights are
bright and everyone’s eyes (and ears) are on you.
No matter how experienced or talented, the stress and pressure of performances and
auditions can wipe away months of preparation in an instant. The frustrating thing is that
even though we know we can play much better, we don’t often know what’s holding us
back.
The easy conclusion is that we simply have to practice more—or that there’s something
wrong with us. But we don’t, and there isn’t.
In this workshop, you’ll learn a set of mental skills that will help you play up to your
potential no matter the situation. You’ll learn how to manage the nerves, play more freely,
and build confidence in your ability to perform up to your potential on stage when it counts.
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Is Slow Practice Really Necessary?

ike everyone else in the
world who has ever taken
violin lessons, I was urged
to practice slowly on many an
occasion.

by Dr. Noa Kageyama

He revealed that one of the keys
to his success (and to building
confidence) is super slow practice. A
process of practicing in slow motion
– while being fully mindful, highly
engaged, and thinking deeply in realtime about what he is doing.

But did I heed my teachers’
advice?
Nope!
After all, what’s the point of slow
practice? Everything is easier
slower—of course you can play
things more accurately at a slow
tempo. What’s the big deal?
But…why do so many people
swear by slow practice?

Slow practice in the
martial arts
I began dabbling a bit in the martial arts when I went to
college. My karate sensei would often make us practice
our techniques in super slow motion to ensure we were
using proper form and developing an understanding of
the nuances of each movement.
Of course, it took me a while to understand why we
were doing this. At first, as in music, I thought it
was a waste of time. But then I realized how much
more difficult it was to punch or kick in slow motion.
It required a deeper understanding of what each
movement actually required. Slowly (ha, ha), I came to
understand where I had missed the boat all these years.
The point is not just whether the punch or kick hits the
target (or whether you nail the shift or get the note in
tune), but also whether you do everything correctly
along the way. Meaning, are you keeping your key
muscles loose? Are you moving all of your muscles in
the most effective way? Are you maximizing accuracy
and efficiency? Are you nailing every single tiny little
supporting detail?
If not, it means we have room to improve—and have
not yet identified the potential culprits of inconsistency
that may surprise us (and not in a good way) on stage.

Slow practice in music
I had forgotten all about this until very recently, when I
had the pleasure of interviewing Philadelphia Orchestra
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concertmaster David Kim http://
davidkim.com/ (incidentally, check
out his personal jetlag remedy).
http://davidkimviolin.com/
beating_jetlag.html

As painful and torturous as this may
sound at first, it’s actually quite the
opposite – often quite engrossing and
gratifying. A way to open up the door
to many satisfying micro-discoveries
that could ultimately be the key to
getting a phrase to sound just so, and
communicating exactly what it is that you intend.
This is what golfing great Ben Hogan apparently did
to hone his golf swing – check out this video of Hogan
demonstrating how he works on his stroke in slow
motion. http://thetalentcode.com/2009/10/15/slow-isbeautiful/

Two misunderstandings
So why don’t we do more slow practice? It’s not because
we’re lazy; I think it’s just a big misunderstanding.
1. We are too concerned with the outcome, not the
process.
Meaning, we forget that how we get there is just as
important as whether or not we do.
The point of slow practice is not just to slow things
down in order to play it perfectly. It’s about fine-tuning
the execution, and looking for additional ways to play
it even better while we are playing slowly enough to
monitor and think about the little details.
Are you cultivating the right habits, so that when the
tempo increases, you are still playing it the right way?
Or are there lots of inefficiencies, or bad habits that will
lead to breakdowns when you increase the tempo?
2. We don’t practice slowly enough.
Since the whole point is to be able to think, monitor,
and analyze our technique as we are playing, practicing
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at a slow-ish or moderate tempo defeats the purpose.
It’s still too fast for us to observe, fully process, and
tweak all the little details in real time.
The idea is to utilize suuuper slow practice so that
we can pay attention to all the subtle nuances of our
mechanics, increase our awareness of what is actually
happening, and find ways to make things better.
So it might be more accurate to think of this as slowmotion practice or super-slow practice (or “bullettime” practice for fans of the Matrix trilogy), rather
than regular old slow practice, which tends to lead to
mindless play-throughs of a passage at a moderately
slow tempo.

Take action
Try it out! And don’t forget to have your practice
notebook handy, as you will undoubtedly discover new
solutions and subtle technical details that you weren’t
previously aware of.
Bonus reading: Download this great article http://www.
bandworld.org/pdfs/SPRINGMindMuscleandMusic.
pdf about how the brain and muscles work together
to develop our skills, specifically in music. It’s written
by neurologist and author Dr. Frank Wilson, http://
craftforward.org/speakers/frank-wilson/ and is one
of those classic must-reads that has often been passed
around from musician to musician.
e
Performance psychologist Dr. Noa Kageyama is on the
faculty of The Juilliard School and is the performance
psychology coach for the New World Symphony in Miami,
Florida. A conservatory-trained violinist with degrees
from Juilliard and Oberlin, Dr. Kageyama studied with
Stephen Clapp, Ronald Copes, Franco Gulli, Paul Kantor,
Masao Kawasaki, Roland and Almita Vamos, and Donald
Weilerstein before making the leap to psychology.

He specializes in working with performing artists, teaching
them how to utilize sport psychology principles and more
consistently demonstrate their full abilities under pressure. Dr.
Kageyama has presented workshops at Indiana University,
New England Conservatory, Oberlin, the U.S. Armed Forces
School of Music, the Starling-Delay Symposium, the Juilliard
Conducting Workshop, The Perlman Music Program, for
the Music Teachers’ National Association and the National
Association of Teachers of Singing.

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

High School
Music
Academy
June 21–25, 2015
The UniversiTy of Maryland HigH
scHool MUsic acadeMy brings
students entering grades 9- 12 to the
UMd school of Music for a 5-day,
comprehensive exploration of musicmaking with our renowned faculty.
With the goal of cultivating well-rounded
young musicians, the academy provides a
lively, supportive setting in which students
will participate in a variety of master
classes, ensembles and discussions.

HSMusicAcademy.umd.edu
Apply by February 1, 2015

Dr. Kageyama’s work has been featured in The Wall
Street Journal, Musical America, Strings Magazine, and
Lifehacker. He maintains a private coaching practice
and has a performance psychology blog: http://www.
bulletproofmusician.com
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The Violin House of Weaver
Since 1898,
we have been
Washington’s choice
for antique English, French
and Italian instruments.
vv
4706 Highland Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
www.weaversviolins.com

FACULTY ARTISTS
VIOLIN
Victor Danchenko
Herbert Greenberg
Violaine Melançon
Keng-Yuen Tseng
VIOLA
Choong-Jin Chang
Victoria Chiang
Richard Field
VIOLONCELLO
David Hardy
Amit Peled
Alan Stepansky
DOUBLE BASS
Ira Gold
Paul Johnson
Jeffrey Weisner
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Peabody boasts a
preeminent faculty, a
nurturing, collaborative
learning environment, and
the academic resources of
one of the nation’s leading
universities, Johns Hopkins.

peabody.jhu.edu/asta
800-368-2521
Like us on Facebook
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410-234-4848
@george_peabody

Violin to Viola: A Journey Worth Taking

V

by Mark Pfannschmidt

iolin students choose
to switch to the viola
for many reasons, often
at the suggestion of orchestra
directors and teachers. Since
there is much similarity in the
way both instruments are played,
the motivated student can make
this change quickly. For the
student who is talented, but had a later start, learning to
play the viola well will open up opportunities to play
orchestral and chamber music, providing great musical
enjoyment.
In making the switch to viola, there are several
differences to be highlighted that will make the
transition smoother and faster. The immediate need
is learning to read alto clef, along with making
adjustments to bow technique that are necessary to
making the viola sound well. Less obvious initially are
considerations in fingering and the use of open strings.
And speaking of strings: for the younger student who
will use a viola whose body length is less than 14
inches (full-size violin size), it may be cheapest to use
fractional violin strings for the upper 3 strings, and use
a fractional size C string. There are also fractional size
viola strings available. Using a full size viola string on
a fractional size violin for a younger player results in a
C string that is too flabby to make a good sound.

Using the Bow Like a Violist
The following general aspects of bow technique all
differ in their application to playing the viola: weight,
distribution, placement and contact point. These are
the basic variables for any string player, but this article
will highlight the differences that will help a violinist to
make the journey to “The Dark Side” more quickly and
proficiently.
1. Arm Weight
Just to get the instrument to speak, the violist must
use more arm weight. This term is highly preferable
to referring to “pressure,” since this will tend to
encourage over-pronation and tightness in the bow
hand. Learning to pull a “dark, chocolate-covered” tone
is important in developing a good viola sound.
I have often found it helpful to have the student
consider that the bow hair “scrapes” the string to
make a sound. If this causes tension in the bow hold
images such as stroking a cat or kneading dough can
be helpful. Some students grasp the difference more
readily by having the teacher demonstrate on the
back of their bow arm or by feeling the actions of
the teacher’s hand and fingers while playing. This is
particularly true on the C string.
Since viola bows generally weigh more than violin
bows, an important aspect of a violinist’s transition to
viola is strengthening the hand to hold the additional
weight of the bow. A violist sometimes has to play
long spiccato passages, which require the constant
“catching” and “dropping” of the bow. See Example 1.

Clef reading for violists was the subject of an article
that I wrote a few years ago. This article contains
suggestions for learning alto clef, including some
helpful resources. It can be found
Example 1. Mozart: Eine Kleine Nachtmusik, K. 525, mvt. 1
on my website http://markpf.com/
articles.php?id=25 and also on
B # 44 œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ # œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ # œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
the ASTA MD/DC website. http://
p
www.revisemysite.com/pdfs/61œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ≤ œ≤ œ œ œ œ
Spring2005.pdf It is worth noting
œ
# œ œ œ œ #œ œ #œ œ œ œ œ œ #œ œ œ œ
B
œ
J
that if the student uses transcriptions
f
of pieces learned on violin as a
vehicle for learning alto clef, it is
immediately apparent that the instrument doesn’t speak Just as with the violin, a student must learn to drop the
weight of the bow into the string and let this additional
well unless the bow is used quite differently from
weight help him to create a beautiful sound.
violin, and this fact will be more obvious to the more
advanced student.
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There is nothing so disconcerting as a new violist who
plays with an airy, wispy tone. While this often sounds
pretty under the ear, it definitely sounds weak and
sickly to the listener.
2. Distribution and Placement
It is surprising to see the difference in these aspects
of bow technique when I have my viola students
learn transcriptions of violin pieces I also teach. Fastspeed strokes like martelé and accents usually need
less length of bow than on violin. This is due to the
longer, thicker strings, which take a little more time to
respond to the bow. Martelé is often helped by being
placed somewhat closer to the frog, e.g., what might
be martelé in the upper half of the bow on violin, often
translates as the 3rd quarter of bow on viola, i.e., less
bow and closer to the frog. This is particularly true on
fractional size instruments.
The other main difference is the placement of spiccato
in the bow. This stroke will be executed closer to the
frog than on violin for the same type of sound. The
same is true for some other types of springing strokes:
sautillé and jeté. Up-bow staccato and staccato volante
still work best in the upper half of the bow, just like
violin, but take more work to grab the string for clean
articulation at the beginning of the stroke. Ševčík
Op. 3 is a great source for working on various bow
strokes. The transcription of this work by Alan Arnold,
published by Viola World Press, has some violistic
changes to Ševčík’s original bowing indications,
including changes in placement and amount of bow.
Another consideration for placement: the violist often
has to use more of the side of the hair, especially near
the frog on the A string, where flatter hair may cause
the violist to hit the bout with the thumb.
3. Contact Point
The violist often must make the point of contact closer
to the fingerboard (and consequently, further from the
bridge) than on violin; this is particularly true on the C
string. For the older student, this is often complicated
by the fact that the new viola is larger than the old
violin, so that the bridge is further away from the face.
Just as with violin, the student must learn to use arm
weight, bow speed, placement and contact point to
control the color of the sound. Still, it is useful for
students to understand the differences outlined above
to speed them on their way to becoming competent
violists.
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Using the Left Hand Like a Violist
1. Open Strings
The legendary violist, William Primrose, in his book
The Art and Practice of Scale Playing on the Viola
writes:
I assume that any intelligent student will, and does
pursue studies to develop the fourth finger so that
the ancient fetish of avoiding all open strings by
using, instead, the fourth finger, (in order, among
other things, to strengthen it—or so we were told!)
may be relegated to that limbo to which it belongs.
Especially on the Viola are the open strings
among its glories, and to eliminate this source
of characteristic sonority is one of the crimes to
be charged the old order of Violists who were
responsible, so often, for the criticisms levelled at
the instrument—its somber lack-lusterness and so
forth. I advocate the bountiful use of open strings
in all playing. (Emphasis mine: MP)
With this advice in mind, the student should learn to
play scales with open strings in both directions, where
practical. This sometimes means that students need
to play their scales without open strings in school and
with open strings for the lesson, but since the viola
student is of generally superior intelligence and needs
to be flexible, this is a great opportunity to enhance
those qualities! As with any consideration of fingering
after basic technic is developed, sound is the most
important consideration. Some instruments have a
rather nasty A string, and if a wound string doesn’t
mitigate this problem (a Dominant wound string is an
excellent choice for mitigating the harshness of the A
string), then other choices may need to be considered—
much as the violinist must learn to make a beautiful
sound on open E.
2. Use of Positions
Many violas don’t sound good in the upper positions
(above 5th position), particularly on the G and C
strings. Whereas the G string in the upper positions
is part of the characteristic sound of the violin, this is
often not the case for viola, particularly student models.
For this reason, careful consideration should be given
to the voice of the particular instrument, and changes
in fingering should be made as necessary. Special
consideration should be given to anything higher than
the first octave (with the exception of the A string);
many student violas sound particularly stuffy and
closed above 4th position, especially on the G and C
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strings. There is also often a “wolf” tone at F or F≥ on
the G string, just below the octave.
The other important consideration for the violist is the
mastery of second position, particularly in flat keys.
This position often fits the hand better for two reasons:
the 4th finger doesn’t have to reach as far (since the
notes are closer together) and the left arm is also closer
to the body.
Example 2 is from 100 Etudes, Op. 32 by Hans Sitt.

The second volume (#21–40) contains five etudes in 2nd
position (#21–25). Volume 2 contains five etudes each in
2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th positions. I have transcribed these
etudes, but they are not currently published. Contact me
at markpf.com for more information. These etudes,
originally for violin, are written so that they fit nicely
into 2nd position—there are not many awkward string
crossings, and a cursory glance shows that four of the
five etudes are in flat keys (they have been brought
down a fifth from the original violin version).

Example 2. Sitt, Hans: Etudes, Op. 32, Book 2, Nos. 21–25, opening measures

œœœ
œ
œ
œ
œ
B b c œœœœœœ
œ
21. Allegro
2

œ œœœœœœœ œœœ
œ

˙

œœœœ˙

œœœœœ

œ

œœœœœ
œœœ œœœœœœ œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œœœœ œœœœœœ œœœœ
B b b 43 œ œ œ œ œ
22. Allegro
1

œ œœ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œœ œ œœœœœ œ œ œ œ œ œœ œ
œ
œ œ œœ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
3
œœœ œœ
Bb 4 œ
≥2

23. Moderato

24. Allegro moderato

B 42 œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
2

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œœ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œœ
œœœ

œœœœœ œœœœœœœ
œ œœœ
œ

1
œœ œ œœœœœœœœœœœœ œ
b
6
B b b 8 œœœœ œœœœœ œœœœœ
œœœœœœ œ œ
J
œ

25. Moderato

On viola, it is often more advantageous to shift between
adjacent positions, instead of the more traditional 1st
and 3rd. Example 3 illustrates this point. It shows the
use of 3rd position at the beginning to aid in the dolce
tone quality. The redundant 2nd position fingerings are
at places where experience has shown that students are
likely to shift (usually to 1st position). Fingerings have
been carefully worked out to avoid string crossings in
the dotted rhythms, which easily result in a contrast in

Bb c

tone quality from string to string. The half-step shift
at the beginning of measure 5 and the use of the open
string to shift back to 3rd position all assist the violist in
learning to use adjacent positions strategically and use
shifts for color. Note especially the use of whole step
shifts to the A≤ in the last measure of the second line
and again to the C just before the final measure of this
excerpt. Here the fingering is chosen as an example of
expressive shifting, characteristic of the Romantic era.

∑
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Example 3. Palaschko, Johannes: Etude Op. 51, No. 11 excerpt

≤
1
œ- œ3 œ . œ œ œ œ . œ 0 œ4
1
œ
4
œ
1
3
˙ œ
œ
œ
B b b c œ œ œ . œ œ œ œ . œ œ œ- œ œ . œ
J
p dolce
F
Andante cantabile

4
1
œ œ3 . œ œ- œ- ˙ . œ4 . œ œ œ 0 n œ1 . œ ˙ œ b œ-2 œ œ4 . b œ 0 1 œ œ- œ b œ3 . œ œ œ4
œ
œ œ œ. œ
B bb
J
cresc.
p
œ- œ3 œ . œ œ œ . 0 œ .
1 œ
2.
2
2
œ
4
œ
˙
œ
b
œ
œ
˙
œ
.
œ
n
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
.
.
B bb
œ
œ
J
œ
˙ Œ
J p.
dim.
f

Note: I have transcribed the Op. 51 Etudes by
Palaschko, which are available for purchase at markpf.
com. Also, I have written an article about teaching
these etudes, which can be found at http://www.
revisemysite.com/pdfs/61-Spring2009.pdf and http://
markpf.com/articles.php?id=26

finger to reach its place in any position, particularly in
expressive passages where small adjustments can be
made for each finger.
Playing the viola well is a very rewarding experience.
Keeping these principles in mind will aid in the success
of a violinist who is determined to become a violist.
e

Final Thoughts
Because the viola has broader shoulders, the violist
needs to bring the left arm further around when going
into the upper positions (beyond 5th position). This
position of the elbow is also useful for assisting the 4th

Mark Pfannschmidt is on the Board of Directors of ASTA
MD/DC Chapter as one of the ASTACAP Co-chairs.
Also, find his name in the Classified Ads on page 39 as a
piano accompanist.

©
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Brobst
Violin Shop

Fine Violins,Violas, Cellos, Basses and Bows

 Extensive collection of professional instruments.
 New and vintage instruments for students and advancing players.
 In-home trial and time-payment plans.
 Full value trade-in on upgrades.
 Rental/purchase plan for violins, violas, cellos and basses.
 Professional repairs, restorations and bow rehairing.
 Courteous and knowledgeable staff.
 Strings, cases and accessories at competitive prices.
 Over 7,000 titles of string music and books in stock.
 Appraisals, consignments and acquisitions.

5584 General Washington Drive
Alexandria, VA 22312

www.brobstviolins.com
703-256-0566
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Advocating for ASTACAP—the
ASTA Certificate Advancement Program
The Benefits are Numerous

A

by Shelley Mathews

s a performer and teacher in
the Washington, D.C. area,
I feel we are very fortunate
to have access to quality live music
as well as several competitions,
youth orchestras, and workshops
that our students can take part in.
Additionally, as an ASTA member
I have found that the Certificate
Advancement Program (ASTACAP)
in particular is of significant benefit.
I have sent students to ASTACAP
for the last four years. I believe it is,
like no other, a fantastic opportunity
for our students.

sometimes ask for scales, but
they will not often ask for double
stops or arpeggio sequences other
than the tonic. Competitions,
recitals, and college auditions will
usually focus on having repertoire
prepared at a high level.

• It fosters growth and
development without
competition.
Unlike a competition, where there
is only one winner, ASTACAP is
designed to have the student only
Photo credit: Stephanie Potter Corwin be in competition with himself.
Everyone taking the exam has the opportunity to
The ASTACAP exam currently has eleven graded
pass. The effort a student has put into preparing the
levels, each with scales, double stops, etudes, and sight
exam will be recognized. The worst thing that can
reading that correspond with the repertoire for each
happen is the student has take to same level again
level. Each level is clearly defined, has a wide list to
the next year. Having comments from someone other
choose from for each category, and has specifics on
than his own teacher can also be reaffirming or help
the goals and level of mastery for each level to pass
him approach his learning in a different way.
onto the next. It’s similar to other structured grading
• It is designed to have students progress without
systems, such as the Royal College of Music pregaps in technique, playing, and set up.
college system in England and Canada. ASTACAP is a
The goals for each level have specific guidelines
national program. There is an understanding that when
regarding technique. The progression of each level
students pass a level, they are proficient in the scales,
is set up in a way so that students who perform
etudes, and sight reading skills necessary to perform
high level concertos are also proficient in sight
well the repertoire of that level. Students perform for an
reading and have adequate left hand strength that
adjudicator one on one, and receive written feedback.
comes with scales, double stops, and etudes. I
There are many benefits to having students prepare and
feel that students who are preparing for this exam
take part in ASTACAP exams. It is especially valuable
year round—always learning new scales and new
because of the following:
etudes weekly—will have an easier time in their
orchestras, learning chamber music, and become
• It showcases a complete picture of student as a
better polished for their pieces.
player.
In the preparation for a competition, audition,
• It is excellent preparation for students
or recital, it is usual to have the sole focus be on
continuing as performance majors.
repertoire. ASTACAP provides a place where work
Students who complete all ten levels will have
on scales, double stops, etudes, and sight reading
a much easier time in their college/conservatory
is also important. There are no other programs
programs. Preparing for a jury is very similar as
that place such a high value on elements other
to taking part in this program. There won’t be a
than repertoire. Youth orchestra auditions will
lot of time to spend on each piece for everything
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that students need to get through in a four year
program, and the focus on the fundamentals in
learning the instrument, reading, and technique
will give students the skills to get through their
repertoire with ease.
• It is excellent preparation for students to continue
playing as a hobby later in life.
Even if a student does not have aspirations to go on
into music as a profession, this program is especially
valuable! I’m always amazed to see how many
students take music lessons and don’t continue with
it in any form as adults. With all the commitments
that come with daily life and work, going back to
play the instruments that adults learned in their
youth should be a wonderful and life-enriching
outlet. If they have not developed the tools needed
to learn how to play music that is unfamiliar, then
taking the initiative to seek out chamber music or
orchestra opportunities and finding others to play
with seems more hassle than joy.
Apart from the structure and format of ASTACAP, the
event itself and the way it is run will keep me interested
in sending students. The event has always been very
well organized, the comments helpful, and the setting
inviting rather than intimidating. The students I have
sent always want to return the next year to pass the next
level. There is a lot to prepare for the exam; however,

I have found that my students who have taken part
end up learning new repertoire more quickly than
before, and have an easier time preparing for recitals,
auditions, and competitions.
I think we can all agree on the importance of a well
rounded foundation, whether or not we decide to send
our students to ASTACAP. A proper foundation will
give our students options for their future music-making
beyond lessons. It will give them the ability to pick up
music that they have never seen, and have the skills
to figure it out and the proper technique to perform it
without us looking over their shoulders. This is my
hope for my students, and I feel that ASTACAP is a
great vehicle to developing that solid foundation.
e

Violinist Shelley Mathews is an active chamber and
orchestral musician throughout the Washington
D.C. area, plus the Sarasota Opera Orchestra in
Florida. She holds a B.M. from the Eastman School
of Music and M.M. from Florida State, both in violin
performance. She has led sectionals and coached
chamber music for MCYO, Prelude; the Arlington
Orchestral Program, and has served as chair of the
Jack Weaver Memorial Competition. She maintains
a private studio in Silver Spring, Maryland. Visit her
website at: www.shelleyjmathews.com.
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BAILEY'S CROSSROADS
Bailey's Crossroads
Shopping Center
5849 Leesburg Pike
(703) 820-3610
BURKE
Burke Centre
5735 Burke Centre Pkwy.
(703) 764-1400
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STERLING
46900 Cedar Lakes Plaza
(703) 444-3700

HAGERSTOWN
18023 Garland Groh Blvd.
(301) 733-1441

WOODBRIDGE
Potomac Festival
Shopping Center
14577 Potomac Mills Rd.
(703) 491-4196

LAUREL
Cherrytree Center
11200 Scaggsville Rd.
(240) 568-0600

MANASSAS
West Gate Plaza
8029 Sudley Rd.
(703) 361-0149

BOWIE
The Shoppes at
Bowie Town Center
3811 Evergreen Pkwy.
(301) 262-5950

MCLEAN
Langley Shopping Center
1388 Chain Bridge Rd.
(703) 356-9394

ELLICOTT CITY
Chatham Station
9210 Baltimore National Pike
(410) 461-1844

OAKTON
Oakton Center
2916 Chain Bridge Rd.
(703) 281-0400

GERMANTOWN
Milestone Center
21040 B Frederick Ave.
(301) 353-1113

SPRINGFIELD
Tower Shopping Center
6812 Bland St.
(703) 451-0875

FREDERICK
1170 W. Patrick St. (Rt. 40)
(301) 694-0007
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ROCKVILLE
Federal Plaza
12274 Rockville Pike
(301) 881-6440
SEVERNA PARK
Park Plaza
558-J Ritchie Highway
(410) 544-1010
TIMONIUM
Foxtail Shopping Center
1940 York Road
(410) 453-0811

Helpful Inspiration

W

by Lenelle Morse

Books

hen we hit the middle of
a semester, the start of the
school excitement is long
gone, All-State auditions take over
lessons, recital panic is rampant and the
students get worn out. It’s “that time of
year,” so how can we keep ourselves
energized? I feel so strongly about
teaching that I have never wanted to let
myself become stale. With the following
resource list I would like to share some
of the ways that I remind myself of my
calling as a violin teacher and of the
important mission that we have with
guiding young people in music.

I also love to read. My taste in books
usually leans toward fiction. Besides
being entertaining, novels tend to
provide me with new imagery and
descriptions that I use in lessons. This
is sorely needed when I spend so much
of my time saying, “set your bow” or
“check the sounding point.” Here are
some non-fiction books that have not
only inspired me, but they have even
been instrumental in shaping the course
of my professional life.

Podcasts
My commute allows me to take advantage of listening
to podcasts relating to education in general. Hearing
another teacher speak passionately about his/her
students offers a variety of language and ideas.
• This woman’s enthusiasm for her tough students
is amazing and here is a descriptive quote from
TED.com: “A rousing call to educators to believe
in their students and actually connect with them
on a real, human, personal level.”
http://www.ted.com/talks/rita_pierson_every_
kid_needs_a_champion
• We are all Yo Yo Ma fans for many reasons
and listening to this On Being podcast will add
yet another. It is possibly my favorite music
interview, ever!
http://onbeing.org/program/yo-yo-ma-musichappens-between-the-notes/6641
• Ken Robinson’s TED talk on nurturing creativity
currently has 29 million views. He’s funny, frank
and calls us to action.
http://www.ted.com/talks/ken_robinson_says_
schools_kill_creativity
• Benjamin Zander could probably excite people
about garden slugs. In this talk, his passion about
classical music is infectious.
http://www.ted.com/talks/benjamin_zander_on_
music_and_passion

• The Talent Code by Daniel Coyle
helped awaken my need to get back
to private teaching when he described “master
teachers.” He visited various “talent hotbeds”
around the world to investigate why they were so
successful in nurturing athletes and musicians.
Coyle’s book describes three common threads:
deep practice, ignition or inspiration, and master
teachers. It has wonderful explanations of what is
happening in our brains during repetitive practice.
• The Alchemy of Teaching: Transformation of
Lives by Jeremy Conway, a college philosophy
teacher. He stresses the importance of teaching
people, not a certain subject matter. My favorite
chapter is entitled, “The Student from Hell”
concerning what we as teachers can learn from
that one student who challenges everything we
believe in.
• Strings Attached: One Tough Teacher and the
Gift of Great Expectations by Joanne Lipman
and Melanie Kupchynsky. “…his students knew
that he was hard on us not because we’d never
learn, but because he was so absolutely certain
that we would.” This is a memoir about an
intense orchestra teacher whose love of music
and children spanned generations. Even though
he was such a curmudgeon, he was revered
by his students for what he taught them about
themselves and music. I wish that I could have
gotten away with screaming, “Who een 2nd
violeens eez deaf?!”
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• Teaching Genius: Dorothy Delay and the Making
of a Musician by Barbara Lorie Sand. Dorothy
Delay was a “big picture” musician and teacher.
Before this book, I didn’t know that much about
her but had heard of her going above and beyond
the call of duty for her students. She taught
Perlman how to drive a car, giving him a sense
of independence that he had never had. It sounds
like there was no love lost between her and
Galamian, but they were very different people
with totally contrary styles of teaching.
• Miraculous Teacher: Ivan Galamian and the
Meadowmount Experience by Elizabeth Greene.
Greene gives a marvelous profile of Galamian
and his passion for students. What a golden
age it must have been when Perlman, Michael
Rabin, etc. were students there. I never went
to Meadowmount but the book will certainly
resonate with those who did.
• Nurtured by Love by Shinichi Suzuki. In putting
together this list, I’ve realized that it’s time to
reread this gem. I always admired Suzuki’s
ability to look at any child and see vast potential
but most of all, to see the child.
• Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother by Amy Chua.
If you only saw the press blitz on this book, I
would recommend that you read the book itself.
You’ll see that she doesn’t always speak nicely
about herself. Even though it’s an extreme view
of a parent’s role with violin lessons, it’s very
thought provoking.

• www.violinmasterclass.com
Kurt Sassmansshaus has developed a great
program over the years and his site also has some
very helpful videos.
• http://www.toddehle.com/
Todd Ehle has organized his videos by technical
issues and it is so helpful to look up a specific idea
on vibrato, spiccato, shifting, etc.
We all need a shot in the arm occasionally, and I
find it so helpful to look to other master teachers and
writers. As a violin teacher, I’ve been able to combine
something that I’ve loved all of my life—music—with
the noblest profession of helping to shape the lives of
young people. It’s my responsibility to do this to the
best of my ability. To that end, I hope to keep reading
and listening for inspiration in the years to come.
Lenelle Morse is a full-time violin instructor
with the Peabody Preparatory. She was formerly
Assistant Concertmaster of the Fort Wayne, Indiana
Philharmonic and strings instructor at Canterbury
School. Lenelle free-lances in the Washington, D.C.
area and performs in the summer with the Chautauqua
Symphony Orchestra.

Websites
There are many websites that we all go to for new
ideas. I will list just a few of my favorites:
• www.stringpedagogy.com
I owe so much to Mimi Zweig and her incredible
teaching and mentoring. Her site offers a wealth
of videos, repertoire, teaching tips, etc. It truly is
a staple in my teaching.
• www.violinpractice.com
My friends Rebecca Henry and Phyllis Freeman
have built a wonderful site that focuses on
helping students to practice at home with
pedagogy videos as well.
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Violin Bow
Rehair
and
Repair
@
Rapkievian
Fine Violins

Ellen Paul

404 Brown Street
Washington Grove, MD 20880

Rapkievian
Fine Violins

Award Winning Violins and Violas
for the Professional Musician
and
Serious Student

301-613-1026
Drop off service is available in Silver Spring.
Call for details.

ROCKVILLE COMPETITION

FOR SOLO PIANO & SOLO STRINGS
April 19, 2015
Montgomery College, Rockville, MD
Application deadline: April 1, 2015
Registration fee: $20
No work requirement for teachers
Winners Recital: April 24, 2015
Competitive and non-Competitive divisions:
Elementary division
School grades 1 – 4 • Time limit 5 minutes
Intermediate division
School grades 5 – 8 • Time limit 8 minutes
Advanced division
School grades 9 – 12 • Time limit 12 minutes
Adult/College division
Ages 19 & up • Time limit 10 minutes
For general inFormation, registration, trophy nominations:
www.rockvillecompetition.com
rockvillecompetition@gmail.com
301-838-5594

David Chrapkiewicz Rapkievian
rfineviolins@msn.com
www.fineviolinsbydavid.com
301·461·0690
David’s violins and violas are featured
on many recordings.
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ASTA MD/DC Chapter
Studio Teacher Mentoring Program
Could you use a mentor, or are you interested in mentoring a less experienced teacher? We all
need new inspiration in our teaching. We can be that inspiration for each other!
Your ASTA MD/DC Chapter is happy to help foster mentoring relationships. Observing lessons
given by other teachers can be a wonderful tool.
Send an email to astahotline@gmail.com and we will help you connect with other teachers!

ASTA MD/DC Chapter
Music in the Schools In-Service Program
We are accepting session proposals for area In-Service Programs and Classroom Clinics.
Scattered throughout the school year are “Professional Days” or “In-Service Days” that are
dedicated to staff development. School administrators often bring in specialists to lead teacher
training. Due to an unmet need for string-specific sessions, MD/DC Chapter has begun working
with area school systems to find string specialists to present short string workshops at these
events.
We would also like some sessions to be available for individual classrooms so that a school
orchestra director could request a master class or clinic at any point during the school year.
Please consider submitting a proposal for a string session that is “ready to present.” Opportunities
like this can come up at the last minute, so please have your session completely planned before
submitting. Sessions should be about 45 minutes to an hour in length. Typically, sessions are
scheduled for weekday mornings or early afternoons. We would like to have a list of presenters
and topics, along with requested fees and contact information ready for county administrators or
school directors when they contact us.
When submitting your proposal, please include the following information:
• Name
• Affiliation (if any)
• Biography
• Session Title
• Brief Session Description
• Statement of Lesson Objectives (i.e., Teachers will learn to…)
• Requested Fee
• Contact Information
Submit your proposals via email to:
astahotline@gmail.com
Or send by mail to:
Matthew Tifford
11235 Ashley Drive
Rockville, MD 20852
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Great

Beginnings
Give your students the best start at learning a stringed instrument
with Gafiano violins and violas from Germantown Violin Company.
Gafiano violins and violas have a smooth warm tone and excellent
projection. Beautiful instruments with remarkable sound make this
the perfect choice to begin their musical journey.

For more information please contact:

Germantown Violin Company, LLC

301-977-5637
www.germantownviolincompany.com
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Internet Scammers
Target Studio Music Teachers
by Matthew Tifford

I

n this brave new world of internet communications,
we face new dangers that didn’t exist twenty years
ago. One of those is “Phishing,” in which an
unknown person tries to trick you into turning over
information that will allow them to steal your money
and/or identity. If you use email, then you’ve likely seen
these at some point. Most are easy to spot as obvious
frauds. However, over the last few years these phishing
scams have become more creative and diverse. What
follows is a transcript of a real exchange between
myself and a phishing scammer who specifically targets
studio music teachers. As you’ll see, I couldn’t resist
having a little fun with the exchange. At the end you
start to see how the scam will work, as the payment
arrangements suddenly become complicated.
Hello,
How are you doing today? My name is James
Bright. I came across your mail while surfing on
line for private lessons for my daughter,Susan.
Susan is a 14 year old girl. She is ready to learn.
I would like the lessons to be at your location.
Kindly let me know your policy with regard to
the fees,cancellations, location and make-up
Lessons. Also,get back to me with your area of
specialization and any necessary information you
think that might help.
The lessons can start by Last week of October, 2014.
Looking forward reading from you.
My best regards,
Mr James Bright

34

Sounds good and clear.
I am sorry to inform you that you will not have an
opportunity to meet with me or my daughter for
an interview because I am off-shore at the moment
due to the nature of my work and my daughter is
equally not in state, she traveled down with my
cousin, she hardly live without my cousin they are
so close and my cousin main location in state is
close to you, so she will be living with my cousin
during the lesson period.she told me she want
it that way. I prefer your meeting at Strathmore
Performing Arts Center for the classes when they
are back to State . She has passion in for this
lesson. However, you are to take her as a beginner
and she is ready to learn with you.
Regarding the payment, I am not in position to
arrange that at this moment due to the nature of
my work but I will have to contact my financier to
make it available to you meanwhile before then, I
will like to know the total fee for 1 hour per week
for 14 weeks is $??? I am sure you will not have
any problem with upfront payment.
Thanks and I will await you email.
Thanks!
Of course, this should all be very workable. The
total fee for 14 weeks would be $1400, plus another
$800 for the studio uniform, gratuity, local taxes and
incontinence charges—bringing the total to $2200.
Matthew Tifford

Hello Mr. Bright, I would be happy to teach your
daughter. With regard to your questions, I charge $100
per lesson and do not allow cancellations. Lessons are
taught at Strathmore Performing Arts Center, on the
concert hall stage. Per my cancellation policy, there
are no make-up lessons. My area of specialization is
pizzicato. Please let me know when she can start.
Matthew Tifford

Hello Matthew,

Good Morning Matthew,
How are you doing today? My cousin will get in
touch with you for the final lessons arrangement
immediately they are back to State. I will want you
to handle Susan very well for me because she is
all I have left ever since her mother’s death four
years ago. Being a single parent, It’s not easy but I
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believe God is on my side. further arrangement will
be made on your first day of meeting Susan and my
cousin.

and my cousin’s flight expenses down to the State,
and also to buy the necessary materials needed for
the lessons.

With regards to the payment, It will be made
upfront as I promised. Like I told you in my
previous e-mail, am currently off-shore without any
means of payment facilities but I have contacted
a financier who has been supporting me ever
since I lost my wife and has promised to make
the payment on my behalf. I also want to let you
know that the payment will be more than the cost
for the 14 weeks worth of lessons plus the studio
uniform money which is ($5,220). So, as soon as
you receive the check, I will like you to deduct the
money that accrues to the cost of the lessons and
you will assist me to send the rest balance to my
cousin. The remaining balance is meant for Susan

I will need you to provide me with the following
details in order to instruct the payment to be sent to
you:
(1) Full Name
(2) Mailing address,
(3) your direct telephone number
Once you are able to provide me with the details, it
will help in starting the tutorial/lesson has planned.
Thanks and looking forward to hearing from you
again.
Have a bless day!
Regards!
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STR7355 SV150 Student Female Ad 2014.qxp 10/31/14 12:19 PM Page 1

Look Forward
To Practice!
You spend so much time practicing, you really
should enjoy it. That’s why Yamaha created the
SV-150 Silent Practice Plus violin. It feels, plays and
sounds like an acoustic violin but it’s got some
major advantages... The SV-150 comes
with a music player/controller that
can hold gigabytes of your favorite
songs and performance pieces.
Play along with them and
listen—in privacy—through
headphones. You can slow
down any song to
learn it, or speed it up for a challenge. n The SV-150’s
violin tone is rich and natural. Use the 24 included
digital effects to sweeten it up and create any sound
you want. n Last but not least, the SV-150 packs a
tuner and metronome in the controller; it’s everything
you need in one package. n Visit www.4wrd.it/svsgd
to learn more about the SV-150
and to find a dealer near you.
Practice will never be dull again.

Save your favorite
MP3, WAV, AAC
and MIDI files on
an SD disk, put it
in the controller,
then play along.

Adjust the tempo
of songs by up to
25% without
affecting pitch
to practice at
your own speed.

©2014 Yamaha Corporation of America.
All rights reserved. Shoulder rest not included.
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@ Montgomery College

Metropolitan Orchestra and its ensembles serve
Montgomery College and the community by bringing
professional, amateur, and student musicians together
to rehearse and perform under the direction of Professor
and Conductor Pablo Saelzer.
We invite college, adult, and high school musicians to
audition. High school students may earn college credits
and service learning hours.
Please contact manager@metropolitanorchestramc.org
for audition information.

FINE VIOLINS
Rodger Perrin

For more information please visit:

517 North Charles Street
Second floor
Baltimore, MD 21202

metropolitanorchestramc.org
Montgomery College
Department of Music
51 Mannakee St
Rockville, MD

(410) 539 - 0043

Montgomery College is an academic institution committed to equal opportunity.

www.perrinviolins.com
perrinviolins@verizon.net

available from yespublishing.com

Classified Ads
Piano Accompanists

Hours: Monday – Friday, 10 am to 5 pm. Saturday by appointment.

ORCHESTRAS

PERRIN &
ASSOCIATES

Martha Blakely, NCTM
Beltsville and Davidsonville, MD
301-595-2888 x1
800-968-4807
marchablakely@comcast.net
Allen Greenberg
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
301-589-3843
allen.greenberg@verizon.net

Building Violin Skills
a set of plans
designed to help
parents and students
construct positive practices

Edmund Sprunger

Mark Pfannschmidt
301-869-8592
mark@markpf.com
Website: www.markpf.com
Ellen Suh (Bo Kyung Kim)
Ellensuh28@gmail.com
Harmony Yang
513-535-6987
hyang12@umd.edu
dcumddma@gmail.com
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Membership Application 2014-2015
ASTA

Use this application to join ASTA today or apply online at www.astaweb.com.

Personal Information

 New Member

 Renewing Member

Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip, Country ___________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Email _________________________________________________________________
Home Phone _________________________Work Phone ________________________
Cell _______________________________Date of Birth ________________________
Graduation Date (students only) _________School Name (students only) ____________
Job Title ____________________________Prof. Affiliation _______________________

Dues Auto-Renewal Program
 Yes! I want to enroll in the automatic
dues renewal program. I understand
I may cancel participation in this
program at any time.

Dues Installment Plan
 Yes! Please enroll me in the Dues
Installment Plan based on my
preferences below. For more
information on installment plan
payment options, please visit
astaweb.com, or call 703-279-2113.
Note: Members taking advantage
of this option also will be enrolled
in the Auto-Renewal Program.
 Annually

 Semi-Annually
Primary Musical Focus
 Classical
 Non-Classical
Membership Category Check only one. Dues paid annually. Rates current through June 30, 2015. Voting Online

 Professional....................................... $110

 Senior (age 62 or over) ............ $80

 Full-time Student*............................. $54

 Dual** ........................................... $152

*proof of full-time undergraduate student status required

Please exclude me from:

**please complete second form for other Dual member

 Online Membership Directory  Mailing Labels
 ASTA Email Announcements

Preferred method of contact:

 Email

 Fax

Do you participate or use the ASTACAP program ?  Yes

Profession
Primary















Check only one primary profession.
Check any secondaries that apply.

Higher Education
K-12 levels
High School
Middle/Jr. High School
Elementary School
School (Multilevel)
Private Studio
Performer
Conductor
Retired
Music Administrator
String Enthusiast
Student















Primary

copy of the String Research Journal at
$24.95 per issue. The SRJ is printed
once per year.

 No












Secondary

Check only one primary instrument.
Check any secondaries that apply.

Violin
Viola
Cello
Double Bass
Guitar
Harp
Brass
Piano
Percussion
Woodwind

Yes  No 

 Yes, I would like to receive a printed

 None

Instrument
Secondary

I give my consent to participate in
electronic voting and receive election
materials via email.

String Research Journal

 All Mailings

 Mail

 Quarterly
 Monthly












Totals/Payment
Membership Dues
Foreign Postage
($5 Canada, $10 all others)
Membership Lapel Pin, $7
Membership Certificate, $10
ASTA Contribution
String Research Journal
Subscription ($24.95)

$ ______

GRAND TOTAl

$ ______

$ ______
$ ______
$ ______
$ ______
$ ______

Payment Information
 Check payable to ASTA
Check No. __________________

 Visa  MC  AMEX
Card No. ________________________
Exp. Date ________________________
Signature ________________________

To avoid delay in processing your application, please complete all sections of this form. Dues are nontransferable and nonrefundable. There is a $27 charge for all items
returned from the bank. Submit applications to ASTA Membership Department, 4155 Chain Bridge Road • Fairfax, VA 22030, 703-279-2113, Fax 703-279-2114
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